Technology can become the “wings” that will

allow

the educational world to fly farther and faster
than ever before- if we will allow it.
Digital Creations
The amalgamation of technology in the teaching learning process
has not only made it more interesting but also equipped students
with new tools for self expression. An inter-house competition titled
'DIGITAL CREATIONS' was organised on 19.08.19 in which students of
grades III to V made digital paintings using MS Paint
software. The topic of the painting was 'Flying Into The
Future'. The students made intriguing futuristic paintings
that brought into focus their imaginative power and
creative thinking. Arnav Tiwari of Shakti house and
Deshna Banerjee of Kirti house won First and Second prize
respectively. Tanishq Awasthi of Kirti house and Supash of
Shakti house got Third and encouragement prize respectively.

E-Magazine
On 21.08.19, an E-Magazine competition was held for the students of
grade IV and V. The students designed winsome, aesthetic and
artistic e-magazines on the topics Incredible India or
Earth Talk using Open Office Impress. The judges were
impressed by the designing skills of the students as their
e-magazines were not only artfully made but they were
highly informative and relevant too. They had a tough
time choosing the winners! Anusha Sharma and Aditree
Pandey of Kirti house got First prize. Shwetank and
yuvraj of Jagriti house got Second prize. Jaskeerat and
Aarit of Jagriti house got Third prize.

Cyber Quiz

Technology has forever changed the world we live in.
Computers have become an integral part of our life. They
are used in schools, offices, markets and at homes too.
Thus students nowadays are very tech savvy. A Cyber Quiz
was held for the students of Class III V on 2 September. It was an interhouse competition in which three
students from each house
participated. The quiz was divided
into five rounds. The students
answered questions related to
hardware, software and latest
innovations in the field of computers.
They also identified famous celebrities, devices, logos etc.
The last round of the quiz was a rapid fire round in which
the contestants solved jumbled computer related words,
gave the full form of abbreviations, spelled technical words
etc. All the houses were well prepared for the quiz and were
able to answer the questions correctly and confidently
most of the times. The quiz was a closely contested
competition. It was an equally engrossing and
educational experience for the audience too who got
many chances to answer queries. In the end it was the
team which held their nerves better and showed more
presence of mind that became the winner! Jyoti House
which comprised of Himanshu Sharma of III B, Shubh
Vashishth of IV D and Mudit Masiwal of V E won the First
Prize and Shakti House which comprised of Ira Singh of
III E, Divyam Pahuja of IV A and Arnav Tiwari of V C won
the Second Prize.

